Site-specific recognition of the bacteriophage Mu ends by the Mu A protein.
The Mu A protein binds site-specifically to the ends of Mu DNA. Two blocks of protection against nuclease are seen at the left (L) end; the right (R) end exhibits one continuous block of protection. We interpret the nuclease protection pattern and sequence data as evidence for three Mu A protein binding sites at each end of Mu. Both the L and R ends have one site close to the terminus; each end also has two additional sites that differ in location between the L and R ends. The Mu A protein protection patterns on the L ends of Mu and the closely related phage D108 are, despite many interspersed sequence differences in one of the protected regions, essentially identical. We show that the A proteins of Mu and D108 can function, at different efficiencies, interchangeably on the Mu and D108 L ends in vivo. Purified Mu repressor, in addition to its primary binding in the operator region, also binds less strongly to the Mu ends at the same sites as the Mu A protein. This affinity of Mu repressor for DNA sites recognized by the Mu A protein may play a role as a second level of control of transposition by the repressor.